
EVALUATING EVIDENCE AND SOURCES
Learning to properly evaluate sources for signs of credibility can help students know what to trust 
and make reasoned arguments based on facts and evidence—an important part of civic discourse.

IDENTIFYING PRIMARY PURPOSE
Not all information is created equal. By discovering primary purposes of information, students can 
develop the habit of questioning the purpose of all  the information they encounter.

TEACHING  
NEWS LITERACY

IDENTIFYING MISINFORMATION  
AND CONSPIRACY THEORIES
Misinformation is the greatest threat to democracy — and 
the primary focus of National News Literacy Week 2022. 
By teaching a deeper understanding of misinformation, 
including conspiratorial thinking, you can help students 
become less susceptible to it and more likely to prioritize 
reliable, verified sources of news and information.

A strong foundation of news literacy skills can help prepare your 
students for learning about misinformation. Below are some tools 
and resources to help target additional skills.

UNDERSTANDING THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND THE FREE PRESS
By focusing on First Amendment protections in action, students can gain a deeper, more 
personal understanding of the First Amendment’s value to citizens and of their own First 
Amendment rights. 

“InfoZones” “Six zones of information” 

UNDERSTANDING NEWS MEDIA BIAS
Bias is one of the most controversial and important subjects in news literacy. Understanding bias can 
help students fully assess the degree of impartiality in a given news story.

“Understanding Bias” “Story explorers: Evaluate news coverage” 

“Arguments & evidence” “Is it legit? Five steps for vetting a news source” 

DIGITAL VERIFICATION SKILLS, INCLUDING ADVANCED SEARCH
Being a digitally savvy citizen means being able to assess the authenticity and origins of sources 
and claims. You can help students develop these skills, including advanced search, lateral reading 
and geolocation. 

“Can you search like a pro?” “Fact-check it!”

“The First Amendment” “So, what’s the First Amendment?”

“Misinformation”

CHECKOLOGY LESSON  

“Conspiratorial Thinking” 

CHECKOLOGY LESSON 

“MisinfoChallenge:  
Fact-checking 101” 

CHECKOLOGY CHALLENGE

“Five types of 
misinformation”

CLASSROOM POSTER

“How to speak up without 
starting a showdown”

INFOGRAPHIC

“Should you share it?” 
QUIZ

CHECKOLOGY LESSON CLASSROOM POSTER

CHECKOLOGY LESSON CLASSROOM ACTIVITY 

CHECKOLOGY LESSON  INFOGRAPHIC

CHECKOLOGY CHECK 
CENTER MISSION 

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY

CHECKOLOGY LESSON QUIZ

For more 
resources, 
visit us at 
newslit.org.

https://checkology.org/demo/lesson/de399cd185f947c8af416e39813589924fe54d3e
https://newslit.org/educators/resources/six-zones-information/
https://checkology.org/demo/lesson/6aa279f2f2b8410b637959297534202fd7a4adcc
https://newslit.org/educators/resources/story-explorers/
https://checkology.org/demo/lesson/27062062fa1edb682478549160eb18c9248e1adf
https://newslit.org/educators/resources/is-it-legit/
https://checkology.org/demo/lesson/e58577fb0bc23cab4d787fc0422d1023889ccf00
https://newslit.org/educators/resources/fact-check-it/
https://checkology.org/demo/lesson/9c54ec1f14606fcb66dd119a15c0cd5fddcff8e3
https://newslit.org/educators/resources/so-whats-the-first-amendment/
https://checkology.org/demo/lesson/d416a47a6ad91496d557d2319045d3ae8b1332b1
https://checkology.org/demo/lesson/d416a47a6ad91496d557d2319045d3ae8b1332b1
https://checkology.org/demo/lesson/3876c82424db91d872c106977d059f897d74a4c2
https://checkology.org/demo/lesson/3876c82424db91d872c106977d059f897d74a4c2
https://checkology.org/demo/lesson/e39b64c776c509533d76a73d0b33f7936e51478d
https://checkology.org/demo/lesson/e39b64c776c509533d76a73d0b33f7936e51478d
https://newslit.org/educators/resources/misinformation/
https://newslit.org/educators/resources/misinformation/
https://newslit.org/educators/resources/how-to-speak-up-without-starting-a-showdown/
https://newslit.org/educators/resources/how-to-speak-up-without-starting-a-showdown/
https://newslit.org/educators/resources/should-you-share-it/
https://newslit.org/educators/resources/should-you-share-it/
http://newslit.org

